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Abstract
Clusters assessment is a major identified problem in big data clustering. Top big data partitioning techniques, such as,

spherical k-means, Mini-batch-k-means are widely used in many large data applications. However, they need prior

information about the clusters assessment to discover the quality of clusters over the big data. Existing visual models,

namely, clustering with improved visual assessment of tendency, and sample viewpoints cosine-based similarity VAT

(SVPCS-VAT), efficiently perform the clusters assessment of big data. For the high-dimensional big data, the SVPCS-

VAT is enhanced with the subspace learning techniques, principal component analysis (PCA), linear discriminant analysis

(LDA), locality preserving projection (LPP), Neighborhood preserving embedding (NPE). These are used to develop

hybrid visual computing models, including PCA-based SVPCS-VAT, LDA-based SVPCS-VAT, and LPP-based SVPCS-

VAT, NPE-based SVPCS-VAT to overcome the curse of dimensionality problem. Experimental is conducted on bench-

marked datasets to demonstrate and compare the efficiency with the state-of-the-art big data clustering methods.
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1 Introduction

Cluster analysis (Jiang et al. 2004; Kumar et al. 2013) is the

fabulous technique for the data partitioning problem in

which a similar set of data substances are placed into the

same cluster (or group). The similarity features of data

objects are derived using the different distance metrics.

The cluster analysis or data clustering is prominent,

including two key steps, which are as follows: (1) clusters

assessment for finding the prior knowledge about the total

number of clusters (it known as cluster tendency problem)

and (2) Generation of clusters for the set of data objects.

Top-clustering methods (Wu et al. 2008), say, k-means and

hierarchical clustering are an efficiently generates the data

clusters in the applications, such as big data analysis

(Deepak et al. 2021; Rajendra Prasad et al. 2019; Subba

Reddy et al. 2022), social data clustering (Rui and Wunsch

2005), image clustering, speech and video clustering

(Rajendra Prasad and Suleman Basha 2016), market

research, pattern recognition (Bezdek 1981), web mining

(Ramathilagam et al. 2013), biological data mining. Those

were suffering from the issue of pre-clusters assessment or

cluster tendency. Cluster tendency refers to the underlying

practical assumption of several clusters. For example, in

k-means also, it is not possible to assign the exact ’k’ value

in all cases. With an external interference, a user may

attempt an intractable ’k’ value (or cluster tendency),

which attempts the poor clustering results. Pre-cluster

assessment methods, i.e., visual computing models, say,

visual assessment of (cluster) tendency (VAT) (Bezdek and

Hathaway 2002), spectral-based VAT (SpecVAT) (Bezdek

2008), improved VAT (iVAT) (Havens and Bezdek May

2012), are widely used for determining the value of cluster

tendency. Euclidean-based dissimilarity and re-ordered

dissimilarity matrices are derived to assess cluster
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tendency. Another distance metric, cosine, is more effec-

tive in finding the similarity features of data substances. It

uses both the magnitude and direction of the data objects

vectors, unlike Euclidean distance. Euclidean distance

metric takes only the distance in finding either similarity or

dissimilarity features of data substances.

For this reason, cosine-based VAT (cVAT) (Hu et al.

2012) and cosine-based spectral VAT (cSpecVAT) (Sule-

man Basha et al. 2019) are developed for the extraction of

accurate clusters information. These methods determine the

similarity features of data objects about a single viewpoint.

Multi viewpoints-based closeness features using a cosine

distance provide a more instructive assessment than a

single viewpoint. Multi viewpoints-based cosine similarity

VAT (MVS-VAT) is the technique in Suleman Basha et al.

(2021) developed for the more appropriate clusters

assessment. It may not be a cost-effective clusters assess-

ment method for big data. SVPCS-VAT (Suleman Basha

et al. 2021) is developed for big data, and it uses only

sample viewpoints instead of (n-2) viewpoints. Here n

refers to the number of data objects. For example, for any

two data objects, t1, and t2, the SVPCS-VAT selects the

sample viewpoints from remaining (n-2) data objects only.

Thus, recent SVPCS-VAT is a more cost-efficient method

concerning time and memory space values when compared

to MVS-VAT. The basic idea of linear subspace learning

(LSL) can be used for lowering the dimensionality of high-

dimensional data. It maps the very higher number of

dimensions into a very lower number of manifold dimen-

sions. The LSL techniques (Jiang 2011), such as LDA,

PCA, and LPP are taken to develop proposed hybrid visual

computing models. Three variants of proposed models are

implemented for addressing an emerging issue of dimen-

sionality problem; which models are as follows: LDA-

based-SVPCS-VAT, PCA-based-SVPCS-VAT, and LPP-

based-SVPCS-VAT. The architecture of the proposed work

is shown in Fig. 1.

The proposed framework is best suited for data parti-

tions of high number dimensions of big data. It primarily

uses the LSL and the min–max sampling strategy (Rajen-

dra Prasad et al. 2021) for the best sample selection of

viewpoints. The benefit of LSL is to obtain the low-di-

mensional manifolds of original big data. Finally, sampling

strategy is applied for low-dimensional manifolds of big

data, in which the inter clusters sample viewpoints are

selected. This inter-cluster viewpoints-based cosine simi-

larity is more accurate than others. The procedural steps are

described in the relevant section of the proposed work.

Finally, the dissimilarity matrix is obtained for the low-

dimensional manifold big data, and it can be used as input

of VAT. The VAT displays the output in a visual image

consisting of visual clusters in square-shaped dark-colored

blocks. Important crisp partitions are derived with the

information of diagonal and non-diagonal square blocks of

visual images. These partitions are used for predicting the

exact labels of data objects in big data partitioning prob-

lems. The classification of visual computing models is

LDA-based-SVPCS-VAT, PCA-based-SVPCS-VAT, and

LPP-based-SVPCS-VAT, which efficiency is greatly

improved compared with the state-of-the-art of the other

big data clustering methods to address the high-dimen-

sional data partition problem as well as the size of the big

datasets.

Summary contributions of the paper are described as

follows:

1. Clusters assessment is effectively performed through

the visual image information

2. Big dimensionality problem of big compact separated

(CS) and non-compact separated (non-CS) datasets is

handled in our proposed work.

Use the Techniques of Linear Subspace 
Learning -PCA, LDA, LPP

I/P: High Dimensional 
Big Data

Low Dimensional 
Manifolds are extracted

Use the Best Sampling Strategy-
Minimax for multi viewpoints selection

SVPCS based 
dissimilarity features 

Use Visual Assessment of Tendency

Display Visual Image 
from RDM

O/P: Clusters Assessment and 
Partitions of high dimensional 

big data

Generate the Crisp Partitions from RDM 
Visual Image

Fig. 1 Proposed work architecture
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3. The LSL-based cluster assessment models are devel-

oped for determining the clustering tendency of high-

dimensional datasets.

4. The crisp partitions are derivative from the resulting

images of visual computing models to discover com-

plete clustering results over the high-dimensional big

datasets.

5. The performance of the proposed models is demon-

strated using CS and non-CS benchmarked datasets.

Other sections of the paper are mentioned as follows:

Sect. 2 overviews the visual models for data clustering.

Section 3 describes the linear subspace learning techniques

for low-dimensional manifolds. Section 4 presents the

proposed hybrid visual computing models. Section 5 shows

the experimental results and discussion. Finally, the con-

clusion and scope of future work are described in Sect. 6.

2 Overview of the visual models for data
clustering

Data clustering algorithms require prior information about

the clustering tendency or the clusters assessments in terms

of several clusters. For the clustering tendency, many pre-

clusters assessment methods are surveyed. Data visualiza-

tion or visual models are the emerging techniques for

solving the problem of cluster tendency. They aim to find

the intractable value of cluster tendency (or k the value in

k-means) in the topmost clustering methods. This cluster

tendency problem is also referred to as the pre-clusters

assessment problem. Visual model (visual assessment of

tendency -VAT) is proposed by Bezdek et al. in Bezdek

and Hathaway (2002), Kumar et al. (2016) for attempting

the solution of a clusters assessment problem. It aims to

assess the clusters’ information through the visual image. It

uses Prim’s logic for re-ordering the dissimilarity matrix

(RDM). Famous distance metrics are taken to find the

dissimilarity features of data substances in the VAT, then

re-orders the dissimilarity matrix based on the order of

dissimilarities of the data substances. Objects are re-

ordered according to the changed ordering of the dissimi-

larity matrix. The objects are re-ordered or moved into the

respective clusters based on the distances or dissimilarities.

All these steps of the VAT algorithm are illustrated in

Algorithm 1.

For example, Fig. 2 illustrates how the clusters infor-

mation or cluster tendency is extracted for the set of data

substances. The dissimilarity features of the data sub-

stances are mentioned in Fig. 2a, and using the visual

model, VAT, the dissimilarity matrix is converted into a re-

ordered dissimilarity matrix (RDM), and it is shown as

another matrix form in Fig. 2b. Based on the observations,

it is clear that clusters information is intractable in Fig. 2a

Visual image; whereas in Fig. 2b. The clusters information

is tractable through square-shaped dark colored blocks in

the VAT Image.
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The VAT is a basic version of the pre-clusters assess-

ment model, and it works for small-scale synthetic and

other real-time datasets. For the complex datasets or any

path-shaped datasets (Havens and Bezdek 2012), improved

VAT (iVAT) is developed. It uses the path-based distance

measures for the re-ordering of the data matrix. It is ideally

suited for the data clusters assessment of path-shaped

datasets. Other successive versions of visual models are

Spectral VAT, cosine-based VAT (cVAT), cosine-based

Spectral VAT(cSpecVAT) is developed for the better

assessment of cluster tendency when compared to VAT and

iVAT for the complex datasets. The spectral approach

(Yang et al. 2015) finds the Eigenvectors by finding the

affinity matrix and Laplacian matrix. The cSpecVAT dis-

covers the dissimilarity features for the respective Eigen-

vectors of data objects using the cosine distance with a

single viewpoint of origin. It finds either similarity (or

dissimilarity) concerning a single origin (is also called a

single viewpoint). Finding the closeness features concern-

ing other multi viewpoints is more accurate than just using

a single viewpoint. These enhancement steps are developed

in another model MVS-VAT. The critical approach for

finding the similarity features using the cosine, and multi

viewpoints are illustrated with sample examples of five

data objects (say, v1,v2, v3, v4, and v5) in Fig. 3. The

similarity features between two data objects (i.e., v1 and

v2) are derived using different viewpoints, shown in the

same figure. Cosine-based similarity features are per-

formed based on this example’s three cases.

i. Similarity between (v1,v2) is derived based on

viewpoint v3 and store the value in to a variable S1

ii. Similarity between (v1,v2) is derived based on

viewpoint v4 and store the value in to a variable S2

iii. Similarity between (v1,v2) is derived based on

viewpoint v5 and store the value in to a variable S3

Finally, an average of three values, i.e., S1, S2, and S3,

is taken as the similarity feature between the data objects

v1 and v2. The same procedure is repeated for finding the

similarity features for other pairs of data objects, say (v1,

v3), (v1, v4)…..(v2, v3), …….(v4, v5).

With the MVS-VAT (Suleman Basha et al. 2021), cluster

tendency is automatically determined and generated the

quality of data clusters. Big data demands a high amount of

computation time andmemory allocations. It is an expensive

approach for big data clustering. Further enhancement of

MVS-VAT is made with the sampling strategy to develop an

efficient SVPCS-VAT (Suleman Basha et al. 2021) (Rajen-

dra et al. 2021) visual model concerning the parameters of

time and memory allocation. The big data is broadly clas-

sified into compact separated (CS) (Havens et al. 2009) and

non-compact separated (non-CS) (Rathore et al. 2019)

datasets. Traditional big data clustering methods, spkm

(Hore et al. 2007; Bradley et al. 1998), Mini Batch-k-means

(MB-K-means) (Sculley 2010; Subba Reddy et al. 2022),

generate the quality of clusters for the CS type of big data-

sets. These methods cannot generate the quality of clusters

for non-CS type of big datasets due to their irregular or

arbitrary boundaries of the clusters. The SVPCS-VAT visual

model effectively works for both CS and non-CS types of

datasets. It investigated that big data may be available with

high dimensions also. In these big data cases, the curse of

dimensionality occurs. This challenge is solved with another

state-of-the-art visual model, Fensi-VAT (Rathore et al.

2019). It uses random projections (Urruty et al. 2007; Ach-

lioptas 2001) to transform the high-dimensions into a

reduced subspace with fewer dimensions. It is applicable for

both CS and non-CS type of datasets.

FensiVAT is the recent visual method for performing

the biga clustering and its performance is impressive

compared to other big data clustering methods. The

I =

(a) Dissimilarity Matrix of Dataset and intractable 
visual clusters in VAT Image

I = 

(b) After VAT, Re-ordered dissimilarity matrix (RDM)
and tractable visual clusters in VAT Image. 

Fig. 2 Tractable Clusters information from visual images

Fig. 3 Multi viewpoints cosine-based similarity computation
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FensiVAT is a more effective visual big data extensive

clustering method, and it has taken the random projections

for dimensionality reduction.

Many advancements have been made in the research of

dimensionality reduction. These techniques are specially

used to create low-dimensional manifold subspaces for the

high-dimensional data. These kinds of techniques are

usually referred to as linear subspace learning techniques.

These techniques are used to develop proposed hybrid

visual computing models in this paper. Details of the linear

subspace learning are described in the next following

section.

3 Linear subspace learning techniques
for low-dimensional manifolds

Nowadays, the technique of Eigen decomposition is used in

most of the linear subspace learning techniques. In the

Eigen decomposition, the Laplacian matrix is initially

derived by finding the affinities matrix and diagonal matrix

of the affinity matrix. Later, the best projections of high

dimensional data are extracted by choosing the largest

k-eigenvectors.

Various methods of LSL aim to produce the projections

of lower dimensions which are alternate to the random

projection method. The principal axis (Duda et al. 2001) is

determined by finding the two largest Eigenvectors in

principal component analysis (PCA) (Vidal et al. 2005).

Maximizing the separability between the inter-cluster

object’s data showed better discriminations for high-di-

mensional data. The high-dimensional data is mapped with

better discriminated low-dimensional data in the Linear

discriminant analysis (LDA) (Blei et al. 2003) technique.

Preserving the object’s discriminant information is the

ultimate objective of LSL methods, in which it is required

to estimate the neighborhood affinities for the data objects.

It is performed by locality preserving projections (LPP)

(Belkin and Niyogi 2008) with the construction of neigh-

borhood structure for the set of data objects.

The SVPCS-VAT is a hybrid big data clustering tech-

nique, which uses VAT and random projection for

addressing the dimensionality problem. It is a recent

technique, in which only the random projection is sug-

gested for the dimensional problem. However, there are

good alternatives are available for solving the problem of

dimensionality reduction. The LSL techniques are used for

optimal solutions of dimensionality reduction. With these

techniques, proposed techniques are developed, which are

the combinations of LSL and SVPCS-VAT. The following

section presented algorithms of proposed hybrid visual

computing models for performing of efficient high-di-

mensional big data clustering.

4 Proposed hybrid visual computing models

Proposed models extend the SVPCS-VAT model with LSL

methods to overcome the problem of the curse of dimen-

sionality. Three variants of LSL methods, i.e., PCA, LDA,

and LPP, describe the three variants of hybrid visual

computing models. Algorithm I illustrate the methodology

of proposed hybrid visual computing models. Initial read

the HBD data with the size of m * n, whereas m and n refer

to the number of data objects and dimensions.

Initially, it calls the procedure of LSL with the input

parameters of HBD and value. Here, value tells that type of

LSL method is being applied on HBD to retrieve reduced

dimensionality of the data and store it into a LM. Then

calls the recent visual method SVPCS-VAT (Suleman

Basha et al. 2021) with the input of reduced data LM. The

SVPCS-VAT image is obtained and derives the visualized

dark colored blocks along the diagonal of the SVPCS-VAT

image. The crisp-partitions are derived from these visual-

ized dark-colored blocks in the diagonal. After obtaining

the crisp partitions, it is easy to read the data objects’

cluster labels. Finally, the clustering results of high-di-

mensional big data are efficiently derived with the pro-

posed methodology.

Hybrid visual computing models to discover the clusters assessment of high dimensional big data
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Algorithm II shows the procedures for the three models

of LSL for obtaining the reduced dimensions of original

high-dimensional big data. In PCA, the HBD is standard-

ized using the min–max normalization technique, and then

the covariance matrix is derived. The Laplacian matrix is

derived using the covariance matrix input for finding the

largest k- Eigenvectors, where k is assumed or represents

the reduced number of dimensions ’k’. In LDA, the scat-

tered matrices Sw and Sb are derived from the n-dimen-

sional mean vectors of the object’s data. After that, similar

steps of PCA have applied in LDA also for determining the

Laplacian and k-largest Eigenvectors. The low-dimen-

sional manifolds ’LM’ is determined with the most

prominent ’k’ Eigenvectors for n data objects. Thus, the

size of the reduced dimensionality of HBD is n x k, where

k refers to the reduced number of dimensions. In LPP, the

Laplacian matrix ’L’ is determined from the weighted

matrix W. The W is constructed based on an adjacency

graph considering neighborhood data objects’ affinities.

5 Experimental results and discussion

The clusters assessment is performed by various visual

methods for the experimental on various high-dimensional

big datasets, and data sets are shown in Table 1. Synthetic

big Gaussian data are generated with many dimensions in

MATLAB. There different kinds of synthetic data are

created for experimental demonstration purposes. Three

big real-time datasets say, KC’99 (KDD CUP’99) (Taval-

laee et al. 2009), MiniBooNE (Asuncion and Newman

2007), and MNIST (LeCun et al. 1998), are the high-di-

mensional big datasets, which are used for the experimental

of cluster tendency and efficiency demonstration of pro-

posed methods.

Initially, VAT images are generated using the existing

SVPVS-VAT, Fensi-VAT, and proposed LSL-based

SVPCS-VAT methods. The Fensi-VAT uses random pro-

jections for the reduction of dimensions. It enables the low-

dimensional manifolds for handling the curse of

Table 1 Description of high-dimensional big datasets

S. Num Name of the dataset Size Num. of dimensions

1 GD 1 (k = 2) 80,000 52

2 GD 2 (k = 3) 100,000 110

3 GD 3 (k = 6) 120,000 500

4 KC’99 (KDD CUP’99) 4,898,431 18

5 MiniBooNE (k = 2) 130,064 50

6 MNIST 70,000 784

*GD Gaussian data

M. Suleman Basha et al.
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dimensionality with random projection mappings. It takes

less time when compared to SVPCS-VAT; however, it may

not be appropriate for the case of high dimensional data-

sets. Thus, FeniVAT gives less goodness (or clarity) of the

visual images when compared to SVPCS-VAT for the

high-dimensional datasets. Proposed LSL-based SVPCS-

VAT i.e., PCA-based-SVPCS-VAT, LDA-based-SVPCS-

VAT, and LPP-based-SVPCS-VAT achieved the best

clarity of visual images shown in Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9

for the datasets of GD 1, GD 2, GD3, KDD CUP’99, and

MNIST. In all these cases, the proposed methods outper-

formed the others for determining the clustering tendency.

Figure 4 shows the experimental for obtaining the visual

images using visual models, and it clears that all the LSL-

based-SVPCS-VAT methods showed the best clarity of

dark coloredcolored square blocks along the diagonal

associated to other existing visual models. Figure 4b rep-

resents in the format of crisp partition.They showed that

Gaussian data 1 is two clustered data accessing the two

square-shaped dark colored blocks along with the diagonal.

Goodness for the images of SVPCS-VAT and Fensi-VAT

are retained as low. Thus, proposed visual models are

effectively used for accessing the num. of clusters (or

cluster tendency).

Three proposed models are shown the good clarity of

visual images when compared to two existing methods.

Figure 5 shows the assessment of cluster tendency for the

Gaussian data2 using various models; here also, proposed

models efficiently access the clustering tendency is 3 for

the Gaussian data2 with their best clarity of the images. It

also observed that LDA-based-SVPCS-VAT and LPP-

based-SVPCS-VAT achieved the excellent clarity of visual

images. Figure 6 also derives the same clarity of visual

images for the Gaussian data 3 using the variants of visual

models.

Figures 7, 8, and 9 show the experimental for the three

real-time high dimensional big datasets, KDD CUP’99,

MiniBooNE, and MNIST, respectively. Three proposed

models showed the visual images of one big cluster, two

moderate clusters, and six tiny clusters of the KDD

CUP’99 datasets. Fensi-VAT shows the overlaps of visual

clusters, and it is intractable to conclude the number of

clusters. Another existing method, SVPCS-VAT derives

the visual clusters with good visual images for KDD

CUP’99. MiniBooNE is a boolean kind of high-dimen-

sional big data. For this case, only two proposed variants,

includes, LDA-based-SVPCS-VAT and LPP-based-

SVPCS-VAT, achieved the best clarity of visual images.

For the MNIST datasets, all the proposed visual variants

achieved the best clarity of visual images. Overall experi-

mental of visual images, proposed visual approaches

achieved with high value of goodness. Both LDA-based-

Fig. 4 Images of visual models for GD 1 (k = 2)
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Fig. 5 Images of visual models for GD 2 (k = 3)

Fig. 6 Images of visual models for GD 3 (k = 6)
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Fig. 7 Images of visual models for KC’99

Fig. 8 Images of visual models for MiniBooNE (k = 2)
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SVPCS-VAT and LPP-based-SVPCS-VAT are most suc-

cessful for all the experimental study datasets.

Table 2 presents the conduct of big data clustering

methods. Performance of state-of-art and proposed meth-

ods are evaluated using the six parameters, includes, par-

tition accuracy (PA) (Lastname et al. 2016), normalized

mutual information (NMI) (Amelio and Pizzuti 2015),

specificity, precision, recall, and sensitivity (Bhatnagar

et al. 2018), in the experimental study. Based on obser-

vation of performance values, three proposed visual mod-

els, PCA-based-SVPCS-VAT, LDA-based-SVPCS-VAT,

and LPP-based-SVPCS-VAT, achieved as excellent for the

significant data clustering results. The proposed methods

are the most accurate for generating big data clusters of

synthetic Gaussian datasets. However, they maintain good

accuracy for big data clusters associated to other big data

clustering results. For other big real-time datasets, the

performance values of proposed methods are significantly

changed.

The speedup parameter (s) is evaluated with the running

time of existing and proposed techniques. It is the quotient

of these two running time values. The running time of

visual models is presented in Table 3. The speedup

parameter value is evaluated to compare the fastness of

visual models relative to existing big data clustering

methods, spkm, and Mini-Batch-k-means. Figures 10, 11,

and 12 show the speedup value comparison for the pro-

posed methods with existing spkm. In all these cases,

proposed visual hybrid models proved faster techniques for

the high dimensional big datasets compared with spkm.

The same observation is also made from Figs. 13, 14, and

15, and proposed models are outperformed with other

techniques of Min-Batch-k-means concerning the parame-

ter of speedup. Figure 16 also observed that the proposed

methods outperformed the others concerning memory

allocation parameters (Figs. 17, 18).

6 Conclusion and scope of future work

Visual models play a vital role in high-dimensional big

data clustering methods. According to the state-of-the-art

visual models, it emerges to address the cluster tendency

problem for high-dimensional datasets. The recent Fensi-

VAT solves the problem of cluster tendency using random

projections. This paper presented three hybrid visual

computing models, which use LSL techniques to find the

robust low-dimensional manifolds of high-dimensional big

data. These techniques effectively explore the clustering

tendency and discover the best significant data clustering

results for high-dimensional datasets. The future work

Fig. 9 Images of visual models for MNITS (k = 10)
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Table 2 Performance assessment of proposed LSL-based SVPCS-vat approaches and other big data clustering approaches

Name of the

datasets

MB-K-

means

spkm Fensi

VAT

SVPCS-

VAT

PCA-based-SVPCS-

VAT

LDA-based-SVPCS-

VAT

LPP-based-SVPCS-

VAT

PA—partition accuracy

GD1 0.231 0.255 0.258 0.321 1 1 1

GD2 0.245 0.249 0.327 0.359 1 1 1

GD3 0.211 0.219 0.285 0.341 1 1 1

KC’99 0.314 0.129 0.498 0.521 0.591 0.825 0.830

MNIST 0.210 0.252 0.277 0.342 0.550 0.559 0.562

MiniBooNE 0.225 0.268 0.318 0.357 0.587 0.589 0.591

NMI—normalized mutual information

GD1 0.219 0.241 0.264 0.319 1 1 1

GD2 0.221 0.247 0.325 0.355 1 1 1

GD3 0.221 0.247 0.279 0.351 1 1 1

KC’99 0.110 0.152 0.265 0.315 0.441 0.452 0.441

MNIST 0.225 0.232 0.251 0.351 0.444 0.459 0.457

MiniBooNE 0.217 0.168 0.127 0.271 0.433 0.439 0.451

SP—specificity

GD1 0.211 0.241 0.242 0.322 1 1 1

GD2 0.221 0.223 0.316 0.428 1 1 1

GD3 0.222 0.223 0.272 0.312 1 1 1

KC’99 0.227 0.246 0.343 0.315 0.515 0.518 0.531

MNIST 0.215 0.229 0.224 0.374 0.517 0.522 0.545

MiniBooNE 0.219 0.267 0.237 0.365 0.519 0.515 0.525

P—precision

GD1 0.110 0.190 0.195 0.295 1 1 1

GD2 0.227 0.231 0.239 0.351 1 1 1

GD3 0.226 0.227 0.228 0.359 1 1 1

KC’99 0.222 0.237 0.254 0.315 0.428 0.434 0.438

MNIST 0.221 0.222 0.235 0.325 0.416 0.389 0.412

MiniBooNE 0.278 0.264 0.284 0.357 0.425 0.429 0.435

R—recall

GD1 0.175 0.185 0.195 0.255 1 1 1

GD2 0.210 0.227 0.238 0.310 1 1 1

GD3 0.228 0.234 0.241 0.341 1 1 1

KC’99 0.259 0.268 0.298 0.358 0.487 0.491 0.495

MNIST 0.230 0.234 0.241 0.364 0.522 0.528 0.527

MiniBooNE 0.268 0.278 0.298 0.387 0.552 0.559 0.568

SN—sensitivity

GD1 0.175 0.182 0.189 0.268 1 1 1

GD2 0.215 0.229 0.238 0.310 1 1 1

GD3 0.221 0.241 0.268 0.310 1 1 1

KC’99 0.251 0.258 0.298 0.358 0.498 0.521 0.524

MNIST 0.241 0.249 0.238 0.358 0.447 0.458 0.461

MiniBooNE 0.251 0.268 0.278 0.387 0.528 0.527 0.531
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Table 3 Runtime of big data clustering approaches for large-dimensional data

Name of the

Datasets

MB-K-

means

spkm Fensi

VAT

SVPCS-

VAT

PCA-based-SVPCS-

VAT

LDA-based-SVPCS-

VAT

LPP-based-SVPCS-

VAT

GD1 18 21 15 14 11 11.1 11.25

GD2 20 22 16 15 13 12.2 11.9

GD3 22 22.4 17 15 12 12.9 13.2

KC’99 23 26.45 19 17 14 14.3 14.2

MNIST 25 27.4 21 19 15 14.8 15.3

MiniBooNE 27 29.5 23 20 16 15.8 15.9

Fig. 10 Speedup relative to PCA based SVPCS-VAT compared to

SPKM

Fig. 11 Speedup relative to LDA based SVPCS-VAT compared to

SPKM

Fig. 12 Speedup relative to LPP based SVPCS-VAT compared to

SPKM

Fig. 13 Speedup relative to PCA based SVPCS-VAT compared to

MBKM
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extends the proposed visual models for high-dimensional

stream data clustering with scalable concepts.
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KRP: Three New Methods are developed they are, PCA-based SVPCS-
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Project administration; MSB, RP: Resources; SK, KRP: Supervision;

SB: Visualization; MSB, KRP: Writing—original draft; SKM: Writ-

ing—review and editing.

Fig. 14 Speedup relative to LDA based SVPCS-VAT compared to

MBKM

Fig. 15 Speedup relative to LPP based SVPCS-VAT compared to

MBKM

Fig. 16 Memory allocation—PCA based SVPCS-VAT to other

methods

Fig. 17 Memory allocation—LDA based SVPCS-VAT to other

methods

Fig. 18 Memory allocation—LPP based SVPCS-VAT to other

methods
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